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�I�ve not seen any of our Brokehill rats using the lawn since their great victory. 
And that was more than four months ago...�

Set in both the modern day and 1739, The Fast Forward revisits Brokehill Manor, where freedom is looking decidedly
lopsided for the rats as summer unfolds. All the regular activity is hanging in a state of suspended animation � that
is, until two mysterious strangers arrive...

Meanwhile, certain other changes are taking place in the house above. The reconciliation of father and daughter
anticipates an August wedding, while parts of the house undergo a long-awaited refurbishment. But yet another
newcomer gives rise to unwarranted distractions with ideas of his own. Aided by loyal cats and an injured dog, the
rats earnestly seek to overthrow this new intrusion.

With flashbacks to the tragic lives of two lovers from Georgian England and the Caribbean, challenges and battles
ensue. Only courage and confidence will tell their fate. The sequel to The Last Defender, The Fast Forward will appeal
to readers whose interest lie in history and sport, with added drama from both thrown in. 

Praise for Derek�s previous book, The Last Defender:
�This book blends historical and sporting themes and a spiritual undertone of rightful rule.�

The Bookseller Buyer�s Guide

A former pupil of Cheltenham Grammar School, DEREK KEEN has gone on to pursue an avid interest in biblical and related secular
histories. Besides writing, he continues to maintain his other creative passion as a painter of fine art, along with a less creative,
though no less exhilarating, one in supporting Chelsea FC.
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